Fluorescent ligands, antibodies, and proteins for the study of receptors.
Fluorescent molecules bound to receptors can show their location and, if binding is reversible, can provide pharmacological information such as affinity and proximity between interacting molecules. The spatial precision offered by visualisation transcends the diverse localisation and low molecular concentration of receptor molecules. Consequently, the relationships between receptor location and function and life cycles of receptors have become better understood as a result of fluorescent labeling. Each of these aspects contributes new insights to drug action and potential new targets. The relationships between spatial distribution of receptor and function are largely unknown. This is particularly apparent for native receptors expressed in their normal host tissues where communication between heterogeneous cell types influences receptor distribution and function. In cultured cell systems, particularly for G-protein-coupled receptors (GPCR), fluorescence-based methods have enabled the visualisation of the cycle of agonist-stimulated receptor clustering, endocytic internalisation to the perinuclear region, degradation of the receptor-ligand complex, and recycling back to the surface membrane. Using variant forms of green fluorescent protein (GFP), antibodies, or fluorescent ligands, it is possible to detect or visualise the formation of oligomeric receptor complexes. Careful selection of fluorescent molecules based on their spectral properties enables resonance energy transfer and multilabel visualisation with colocalisation studies. Fluorescent agonist and antagonist ligands are now being used in parallel with GFP to study receptor cycling in live cells. This review covers how labeling and visualisation technologies have been applied to the study of major pharmacologically important receptors and illustrates this by giving examples of recent techniques that have relied on GFP, antibodies, or fluorescent ligands alone or in combination for the purpose of studying GPCR.